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Abstract

The importance of not only uncertainty relations but also the Pauli exclusion principle

is emphasized ill discussing various "squeezed states" existing in the universe. The contents
include:

I. Introduction

II. Nuclear Physics in the Quark-Shell Model

III. Hadron Physics in the Standard Quark-Gluon Model

IV. Quark-Lepton-Gauge-Boson Physics in Composite Models

V. Astrophysics and Space-Time Physics in Cosmological Models

VI. Conclusion

Also, not only the possible breakdown of (or deviation fi'om) uncertainty relations but

also the superficial violation of the Pauli principle at short distances (or high energies) in

composite (and string) models is discussed in some detail.

I Introduction

I have been asked by Professor Y.S. Kim, the Principal Organizer for this Conference to present a

paper based on nay recent research results in the field of squeezed states and uncertainty relations.

Since I am a particle theorist, I have not so much to say about "squeezed states" in condensed

matter physics (or science). Therefore, what I &Ill going to do is to discuss "squeezed states"

in nuclear physics (or science), hadron physics (or science), "quark-lepton-gauge-boson physics

(or science)", astrophysics (or astronomy) and "space-time (or cosmic) physics (or science)" (or

cosmology). In either one of these discussions, I will try to emphasize the importance of not
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only uncertainty relations but also tile Pauli exclusion principle. The reason for this is that both

the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and the Pauli exclusion principle are tile most important

principles after the particle-wave idea on which quantum mechanics is based. Also, these two

principles are closely related to each other so that they may not be discussed separately. Toward

the end of this tall<, I will even discuss not only the possible breakdown of (or deviation from)

uncertainty relations but also the superficial violation of the Pauli plinciple at short distances (or

high energies) in composite (and string) models.

I would like to dedicate this talk to Dr. Eugene Paul \Vigner, the late Professor who has

developed the group theory and its application in quantun_ mechanics of atomic spectrum based

on the uncertainty principle and the Pauli principle [1].

II Nuclear Physics in the Quark-Shell Model

In 1975, Arima and laclmllo taug]_l n_e tlmt nuclear pl_ysics (or science) [2] yet needs a totally

new model, their inleracting bosotl model [3]. In 1!)7!:), I proposed another model, the quark-shell

model of nuclei in quantulll chro nodynamics, presenled the effective two-body potential between

quarks in a nucleus, lmint.ed out violelll I)real<dowll of isosl_ill illvariance and importance of U-

spill_ invariance in SUl)erheavy nuch'i alld predicted possible creation of "super-hypernuclei" in

heavy-ion collisions at high ellergies.

In this section, let me start with discussing squeezed states ill nuclear physics. The nucleon

density in an ordinary zll,cleus with the mass number A and llle radius R or in ordinary nuclear

matter is px = A/l: = 3A/4_rl_ :_ = 3/.17r1_ _ O.14/(.fer,,,i) :_ where V = a since R

RoA i/3 for Ro _ 1.2 fermi. A lnuch lligtler nucleoll density can be found in an abnormal nuclear

matter such as the neutron slar or the part of a compound nuclei to be formed in high-energy

heavy-ion collisions. The latter of which may be produced in the near future by RItlC, which

is now under construction at Brooklmveu National l,aboratory. It is very intriguing whether the

future experiments al IIHIC will observe, for tlle first lime, the plmse transition of nuclear matter

from the ordinary nuclear phase to the abllormal Lee-VV'ick phase in which "effective" nucleon

(or quark) mass inside the nucleus nmy be much smaller than the normal value [41, which was

predicted in 1974, and also the phase transition from the ordinary nuclear phase to the quark-

gluon phase in which quarks and gluons may be deconfined or liberated, tlowever, it seems still

very difficult to calculate the cross section for producing such abllormal nuclei to a very good

accuracy and also to imagine t.he reliable signals for observing them.

A little later, in 1979, Chin and Kerman, and independently myself predicted another type of

abnormal nuclei (called super-hypernuclei or "strange quark matter") consisting of almost equal

numbers of Ul) , down and strange quarks, based on the natural expectation that they may enjoy
' ]suppression of not only the Fermi energy but also the (,oulom) repulsive energy in nuclei [5].

Furthermore, the possible creation of such abnormal matter in bulk (called "quark nuggets") in

the early universe or inside the neutron star had been discussed in detail by Witten, and the

properties of "strange matter" had been investigated in detail in the Fermi-gas model by Farhi

and Ja.ffe. Recently, Saito et al. found in cosmic rays two abnormal events with the charge of

Z = 14 and the mass number of A _ :?,70 and emplmsized the possibility that they are super-

hypernuclei [6]. In order to deterntine whether or not these cosmic rays are really super-hypernuclei

as claimed by the cosmic-ray experimentalists, I have investigated how the small charge-to-mass-
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number ratio of Z/A is ¢leternai+md tk)r supor+hyl)ernuch,i when created and concluded that such

a small charge of 3 "-_ 30 may be realized as Z _< _A t/2 (_ 15.7 for A = 370) if the nuclei are

created spontaneously from bulk sl.rallge quark matter due to the Coulomb attraction [7]. The

second most likely interpretation of the Sail.o events is that they are "technibaryonic nuclei" or

"technibaryon-nucleus atoms" [8].

In concluding this section, I wish to a<lvocate my proposal for measuring not only the weak

n-tixing angle but also the qttark detlsity il-i tluclei 1)y ohservhlg l.he ef[ect that tile electron energy

spectrum in nuclear /)'-decays is afl'ect.ed l)y the weak ncul.ral currelH, inl.eractiotl in nuclei to the

order of several eV [9]. :\lso, I wisll to advocate nLv 1)l'Ol)osal for studying the quark structure of

nuclei in inelastic vittttal Cotnl)t.ot_ scaltering of photolls frotll nuclei for lel)ton-pair production,

7 + A --+ 7= + aT_Pjil_i_+j and _'=+ e + + _- [10].

III Hadron Physics in the Quark-Gluon Model

In this section, let me discuss sqlu.ezcd states ill hadron 1)hysics. The quark density in an ordinary

hadron xvilh the quark mlltll)er :Y,_ and tile vaditts 1¢t_ or ]11 ordinary hadrotdc matter is pq

, , = ' = ~ ,,.h,,,e = ,,, is the p,oto.
cltarge l'adius of t.lle order of 0.81 ferHfi or t.lle l)t'ol.otl "quark radius" of llle order of 0.G._ tk'rmi [11].

A much higltev qttarl< d_qlsit.v cart l,(, found ill an abnorlllal lladro_t or abnormal hadronic matter

such as the dense qllark-ghtol_ l>las_na or the part of a colnl)OUnd hadron l.o be formed in super

high-energy ha,:lron collisiolls. The so-called (2entatlro evems with ext.renaely high mttltiplicities of

produced hadrous (_:/, = 100 ± 20)aud with unusuall.+v high average transverse momenta ((PT) =

0.as±0.10 C'.:,v/c) 1>111wit.hottt atly "7's el)served in t.he cosmic fay experiments I)3, the Brasil-Japan

Emulsion (_:[_alnl)er (k)llal)oral ion in 1977 may I)e indications of sttch almormal hadrons although

no candidates for such exotic Ii+_drons have yet. been obsevved in any accelerator experiments [12].

Ilowever, nly l)el'Sonal 1)rt-'.il_dice ix tllal, suclt _nttsuat events may not be taken as indications of such

exotic hadrons I+tll 1_, _,xl)lai_l_t cit.l_el" l_y coll('r('_tl etl'ect.s of ntany lluc[('olls il-_projectile and target

heavy ions or 1)y ii_<'olmret_l: ell'cots uf i_<lividual nttcle<>lls since l:l_e charged multiplicity in hadron-

hadron collisions at very lligh oi_<,rgies ma\' 1)econte ii_ttch larger than usually expected. In fact,

in 1982 1 (lot_lonstraled t ltat t.he average cllarged muli il)licity ((_4_)) and transverse motnetll.un_

({Pr)) of produced l,ax'ticl<'s in hadvon-ha,h'o,_ collisions al very high energies (vG._)have a simple

relation of (_)2{l,f}/,+_ = const.a_t. (= 0.70-t-0.075) in lhe generalized Fertni-Landau statistical

and hydrod3"t_alnical tt_odel. The t'clat.io_l is satisfied renmrkal_ly well by the experhnantal data

tip to the Sf)S p-p Collider energies and will soon he tested 1)y Tevatron Collider experiments.

From the tc,latioti, I l_a\'e l>redicted l.llal, l.l_e average charged mttltiplicil.y will become as large as

= 47 ±, v.< = TeV
I have discussed so far the sqttoezc'd st.ales of nuch'ar nlatler and hadron;c matter which are

squeezed by the external force or l)ressure caused by lleavy-ion collisions and hadron-hadron

collisions, l{owcv('r, sotne l_adtt)_ic lllalter can l>e sqttcezod by itself at ]ow temperatures (or low

energies) due to t.lte very strong attractive ['orce between constituents of hadronic matter, the

quarks. It. may be called +'selt'-squeezing +,. For exa_nple, the very heavy top quark (+) and the

antiquark tnust have a very st ro_lg at.l.vaci i\'e force dtte to an exchange of the tliggs scalar (ti) in

the standard model of (',lasl_ow-Salal_t-\Veinl)erg for electroweak interactions. Therefore, suppose
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that the vacuum consists of quark-antiquarl< and lepton-antilepton pairs as in our unified model

of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type for all elementary-particle forces [14], we can expect that a top

quark and an anti-top quark be self-squeezed to form a sca, lar bound state of t[ [14]. This is called

"top(-antitop) condensation". According to Nambu, this is a kind of "bootstrap", the original

form of which was advocated by Chew in hadron physics in the middle of 1960's, since the Higgs

scalar is taken as a bound state of ttor a condensate of t_ in our picture. In 1980, I predicted, from

the sum rules for quark and lepton masses previously derived in our unified model of 1977 [14],

the top-quark and Higgs scalar masses to be mt -_ rnw = 131 GeV and mH _ 2mr _ 261

Gev. Much later, Nambu, Miransky et al. and Bardeen et al. made similar predictions for ml

and mH in their models of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type which are similar to our unified model

[14]. In 1990, I derived a similar sum rule for quark and lepton masses in a model-independent

way [151.

IV Quark-Lepton-Gauge-Boson Physics in Composite

Models

In this section, let me discuss squeezed states in qtiark-lepton-gauge-boson physics. Since Pati

and Salam, and independently ourselves proposed composite models of quarks and leptons in the

middle of 1970's [16], hundreds of particle theorists have extensively investigated these models in

great detail for the last two decades [17]. For the last decade, thousands of high-energy particle

experimentalists have been seriously searching for a possible evidence for the substructure and

excited states of not only quarks and leptons but also gauge bosons [18] although they have not

yet found any clear evidence [19].

In our unified composite model of quarks and leptons [16], not only quarks and leptons but

also gauge bosons as well as Higgs scalars are composite states of subquarks (or preons), the

more fundamental and probably most fundamental constituents of matter. All these fundamental

particles in qua rk-lepton-gauge-boson physics may be taken as self-squeezed composite states of

the quark-leptonic matter. Since our composite model of quarks and leptons is a simple analogy

of the celebrated quarl_-ghion model of hadrons by Cell-Mann, Zweig and Nambu, it leads us

to a lot of easy analogous ideas in quark-lepton-gauge-boson physics. One of the most eminent

examples is the principle of "triplicity", which asserts that a certain physical quantity such as the

weak current can be taken equally well as a composite operator of hadrons, or of quarks, or of

subquarks [20]:

J, _- i)_%(1 - 7s)e +/),%(1 - 25)t_ + P_%(1 - 2s)r

G n
G ^ . __°_ 7s)A-nTs)n_ + +""+ C-77/_%(1 (--77/5%(1 -

gv gv

+ 1,{,a'_,%(1 - %)di + I,_,_i%,( 1 - %)s, + ...

_7_1%(1 - %)u,2,

where wl and w2 are an iso-doublet of spinor subquarlCs with charges 4-1/2 (called "wakems').
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Another example is scaling mass pararneters of hadrons, quarks and subquarks. It asserts that

the current mass of light quarks be scaled to those of suhquarks which can be as small as 45 GeV

and that the "electrostrong" gauge theory for hadrons may apl)ear a.s an effective theory in QCD

as the electroweak gauge theory for quarks with tile scaling relations of mH/rnw = m,,/mp, which

predicts mH _- 94 GeV [21].

The principle of triplicity tells us that the Higgs scalars can be taken equally well as compos-

ites (or condensates) of subquark-antisubquark pairs or of quark-antiquark (or lepton-antilepton)

pairs as in our unified model of tile Nambu-Jona.-Lasinio type as r's and a as those of nucleon-

antinucleon pairs as in the original form of Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [14]. In this picture of

subquark-antisubquark condensation, we have derived the mass formula for composite quarks and

leptons from a partially conserved induced supercurrent hypothesis. In supersymmetric composite

models [22], it leads to a simple sum rule for quark and lepton masses of [23]

if the first generation of quarks and leptons can be taken as almost Na.mbu-Goldstone fermions [24].

We have found that not only this square-root mass sum rule but also another similar sum rule of

glZ#1/2 __ me1/2 = rn,l/2 - m_/_ are satisfied remarl<al)ly well by the experimental values. Furthermore,

if the first and second generations of quarks and leptons can be taken as almost and quasi Nambu-

Goldstone fermions, respectively, we can derive not only a simple relation among lepton masses of

rn, _ (m ,n<) '/2 [25] but also a simple relation among quark masses m, = (marn_rnb/m,,m,)

[26]. These relations predict m_ _ 1520 MeV and mt -_ 177 GeV, which should be compared to

the experimental va.lues of ,,,_ = 1777.1+°: 4 MeV and mt= 176 -t- 8 + 10 GeV or 199 +_ +22 GeV

[27], respectively.

In 1991, I suggested that the existing mass spectrum of quarks and leptons can be explained by

solving a set of sum rules for quark and lepton masses [28]. Today, I am pleased to announce that

it can be explained completely by solving a. set of not only the previously derived sum rules for

quark and lepton masses but also these newly derived relations among quark and lepton masses.

As an illustration, given a set of the sum rules and relations of

m_'12 =,ndil2-m_12,mJ2-m_/2 =ml,12-meil2, mdi,._ =m a,mum,rn,a 2 =marn_mb,3 2

I have obtained the sohition of

me m,, 777 r )

7Ttu ?7"tc ?l'/t

?T/d 7"1"1,s 7-0 b

0.511 MeV" 105.7 MeV 1520 MeV

(input) (input) (1777.1 -1-°:_ MeV )

4.5 -+-1.4 MeV" 1350 + 50 MeV 183 + 78 GeV

( input ) ( input ) (176 + 8 + 10 or 199 -t-_19+22 GeV )

8.0 -t- 1.9 MeV 154 -I- 8 MeV 5.3 -t- 0.1 GeV

(7.9 + 2.4 MeV ) (15.5 +.50 MeV ) (input)

where the values indicated in the l)arentheses denote the experimental, to which nay predicted

values should be compared. As another illustration, given another set of the sum rules and

relations of
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q ,l q ,l ct ,l q ,1

,n1/2 = ,,,._/2 _ ,,,I,/2 .,,,1/2 _ ,_,_/'2.= m_/.2 _ ,,,t1/2, ml/2 = ,rift2 _ ,n,/2,

Dle'ITI, : 771 > 171u177s771 t _ 177dlllcYHb,

(,_7,,/,_,) '/2 = (m</_),,,),/2 _ (,,,_/,_,,1)_/2, (,r,,/r,h,),/2 = (mt/m_),/2 _ (mb/m,),/2,

I have obtained the other solution of roll(= kl._Zl3mu,) = 261 C,e\.' and

77_¢ 777,/j 1'7) r 1

?7l u 7#7 c #H t

777 d 1)7, s 177 b

0.-19 M e\"

(0.511 .HIcV )
3.3 Me\.;

(4.5 ± 1.-1 MeV' )

(i.3 _ Ie\,"

(7..9 q- 2.-1 MeV )

101 Nick.;

(105.7 hleV )

1204 MeV

( 1350 -t- .50 .Nick." )

1.10.8 MeV

( i._')..)_"-i- 50 _le\" )

1454 MeV

(1777.1 4_o14 MeV )
131 GeV

(176 -t- 8 -1- 10 or 199 +19 +22 GeV )
5.3 -F 0.1 GeV

(input)

for mw= 80 GeV.

In 1977, I suggested t.hal lhc (_-'.I,_.'xlquark nlixing nlatrix (I.;,z_,) ca.n be defined by the matrix

element between the 7_tl.li up-like quark ([___ "._s) with charge 2/3 and the ,zt.h down-like quark (d,,)

with the charge -1/3 as (tz,, [ &_%,,v., Id,_) = 1;,,,,_,,.,%,d._ and that the Caltbibo angle (and all the

CKM mixing anglos) Ilia\' var\" as a fullctiOll of nlollaOlilUlll l, rans['er between quarks [29], which

should be observed ill tim ftlt.llrC lligli energy exlwrilnenls sucii as for decays of b ---+c at B factories

(or t --+ b) and for sca.tterillgs of lJ+, ---+ l+.s and p-t-, --_ l+d (or e+u ---+ v+d and e+u --+ t_+s

at HERA). In 1981, we prcdict.(,tl lhat l.ho (!al)bibo angle beconics larger as momenturn transfer

between quarks grows tilt ill a sinq)le sul)quark i_lodel [30]. Furthernaore, in 1992, I pointed out

that given the zl.s element of tlle (:KM quark nlixing lllali'ix (1.7,_), all the other elements can be

successfully explained or l)r(_/lictcd 1)\' usilig tile five lelalioils derived in a composite model of

quarl{s [31]. hi fact., given a sol of lho relalions of

I have obtained the solution of

I(.,/<_ I{._ I.{:.,,
c..,l _ . ,

I% 17, 1{_,

0.!) 75 0.218 _ 0.'2'2,t 0.0017

(0.!)7-17 0.975')',-, .. ) (input) (0.002--, 0.005)

0.218 _ 0.'2'2.t 0.975 0.021

(0.218 _ 0.22 1) (0..9_ 38 _ 0.{)7.52) (0.032 .-_ 0.048)
0.00.16 0.021 0.9996

({).0() l ,-_ 0.0i5) (0.0:_0 ,--, 0.018) (0.!)988 ,-- 0.9995)

To sum tilt , I wisl_ to eml)hasizo tlial liol oiliy lilt mass Sl)cctrunl of quarks and leptons but

also the CKXI quark lllixiilg lllalri× can 1)e cxplaill<>d sliccessf_llly in the ilnified composite model

of quarks and lcl)lons and tliat "'o]('lllOlll,ary-l)article" physics of (luarks and ]eptons in the last

quarter century will no dolll)t proceed 1)y oile st¢-lJ l'ol'ward to "sul)l)hysics', the elementary-particle

physics of subquarl<s.
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V Astrophysics and Space-Time Physics in Cosmological

Models

In this secl.ion_ let. lile discllss s<tueezed slat.es of matter in the universe. A simplest example of

self-squeezed states of |]]att(._r ill tile universe is a star. A planetary system, a nebula, a galaxy, a

cluster of galaxies and a cluster of the clustels of galaxies ave also self-squeezed states in a sense.

Since I ha.ve no time (or space) to discuss eilher one of t,hese examl_les one by one, I only point

out t,he importance of sca|'ching for "SUl_'r-hyl)ernuclear stars", which are self-squeezed states of

super-hyperl_uclei (c,r si.ra_gc (luark n_alt.er) predicted by Chin and I'_erman and by myself [5]. It

has been esl)ecially advocated later by \Vitten.

More fasch_ating, lloxvever, is to itllagille that the universe ilself is a self-squeezeed state of

matter. No questk)ll, it. \vas a sell-squeezed state of mal.ter rigllt a.fier the big bang. One can

imagine that it had also 1)cel_ a self-squ¢'ezcd state of lllal, lel' even l_cfore lhe big bang. In order to

discuss l)Ossil_le 1)ILysics bc['ore t.lle l_ig 1)aIig, it" any, we nmy not 1,e able 1.o use any more Einstein's

theory of gelleral relativiiy oil gravitation. IJlstead, we must adopt "'pregeometry", the more

fundan_ental theo|'y./il'sl suggesl.cd 1)y Sakllarov in 1967 [32] and first delnonstrat.ed by us fit 1977

[33], in which .gra\'ii.y is t.alqen as a (luanl.uIll efl'ect of lllatter fields alld hi which Einstein's theory

of general l'elalivit.v for gravity appe_,'cs +s al, al}proxhnale and efl'ective theory at long distances

(or low em'rgies). II* 15)83, we could even suggest the pregeonletric origin of the big ba.ng in the

following way [:I.I]. [)regcoI/l_'l.ry has <'llanged the not ion of the Sl)aCe-l.ime metric completely since

t.he Sl)ace-lilI_e l_wiri(" (._lll be t.akell as a l<iil(1 of cOInl)osii.e object of the fundamental matters.

q'l_, refore, wv call ,,veil i_agil_e t.l_l _i higl_ telnl)eralure the space-li_ne _netric would dissociate

into its consl.ilute_Is .]_sl as ordi_al'y olqects do. Tlwl_, the met.rio would vanish although the

fundamental naal.t.el's still rclnain i_ t lw _t_atlmmatical manifold of the space-time. Namely, the

pregeometric phase is l.l_e phrase of t.he space-time in which metric 9""(9,,,) vanishes (diverges)

and, theretbre, l.l_e dislaltce of c/.s2 = .(l_,,,:/:_'*'d;_:':diverges. There, the space-time still exists as a

ma.the_ml.ical n_anil'old for tl_e l>reseIlce of the funda_nenlal matters. Such an extraordinary phase

may be re,_lized i_l s_lcll __,giol_s ¢_s that bex'oi_d the space-time singulat'ity, i.e., before the big bang

and that far illsi,le a l_lac'l< I_ole wllcrc tile temperature is extremely high (as high a.s the Planck

mass), in a si_q)le lnc,<h'l of pt'egco_let_'y, Akama a_d I have dclnonst.ral.ed that although the

i)regeo_tlelric phase is stable lit. very Iligt_ le_nl)erat.ure ihe gc.omclric phase where the metric is

finite and _on-val/isl_i_:_ will tuH_ oul lo be slable as ltw t.emperature goes down. This rema.rkable

po_sil_ilily of pl_ase 1l'allsil iolls el the Sly_ce-lilne 1)et.wccll the geonlel tic and pregeometric phase will

exllibi_ _ cl_araclel'isl i," !'calllre of pt'egco_/ei.ry, if il is t'otH_d. It seen> very attractive to interpret

the origil_ of 1.lie l_ig I,_g; c,l" oul' unix, cl'se as such a local and spol_taneous phase transition of

the sp_:ct'-li_l_(' fro;l_ til<: l_regcoI_{'lric pl_s{" Io the geomet.ric one in i.]_e overcooled space-time

ma_it'_,Id which Ilad l_,'l_ pi,'se_ll il_ i.he "'l>le-I>ig-bang '' era for sot_.e reason.

T]}is it_*,q'pi',,laii(>It c)[ tile l_ig I)allg also suggests lllat l}_ere may exist thousands of universes

ctc_x*,>,i _t _.Xl);_xl,li_:_'_ itl t{,c sl)ace-lillw ll_atlifold ;as our univ¢'rse. II eveu predicts that such

(lit['etctil _t_=ivcl'ses l_la\: c,.,Ili<h' wil.l_ ench other. Fu_'t.hermore, even in our universe there may

cxisI "l_regcoHicl_'ic lt_,les', tile local sl)ols in the 1)vegeometric please wilh an extremely high

1.empcra{_re wl_ere I ltc :l,acc-Iime n_elric disappears, liberating ellOl'lllOtlS latent heat, and/or

"space-l.inw clis<'onlil_ttili_.s", i.lw tt><'al l>lai_> wller<" tlw n_elric (and, thel'efore, the light velocity,

or the Newlonian gl;_vi*atiol*a[ co_;st.a_lt) discretely cl_anges due to the phase difference of two
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adjacent space-times (or two colliding universes). I have been strongly urging astronomical and

cosmological experimentalists to search for these pregeometric holes and space-time discontinuities,

which are much more exotic than black holes. It would be fascinating if the recently observed

"Great Wall" of galaxies (much older than the Chinese Great Wall) be caused by such space-time

discontinuity.

The most fascinating among my suggestions on squeezed states is that in a model of the

extended n-dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action for space-time and matter the space-time (or uni-

verse), when contracted (or squeezed), may transit into a new one of higher or lower dimensions

at the minimum action near the Planck scale [35]. Since I suggested this in 1987, many authors

have discussed this "incredible" possibility and concluded that it is possible [36].

In concluding this section, I wish to announce my latest work on squeezed states of matter in the

universe entitled, "The Meaning of Dirac's Large Number Hypothesis" [37]. Dirac's large number

hypothesis (LNH) [38] states that the Eddington large numbers [39] NI(_ a/Gm,mp _ 1039),

N2( = me�all '_ 10 4°) and N3( = 4rrp/3mvH 3 _- 10 s°) are not independent but related with each

other. By reconsidering the meaning of the LNH, I have shown that not only the "dynamical"

LNH relation of N3 "- N_ [40] but also the "geometrical" LNH relation of Na -', (N2) 2 holds so

that the LNH may not be taken as a hyl)othesis but become the large number rule (LNR).

VI Conclusion

In the previous sections, I have discussed not only various squeezed states existing in the universe

and various squeezed states which lnight be existing or may be produced in the universe, but

also even a squeezed state of the universe (or space-time), itself. In this last section, I have

originally planned to empha.size the importance of uncertainty relations and the Pauli principle

in discussing these squeezed states in the nature, tlowever, since I have no time (or space) to do

that, which seems to be rather trivial, I will instead enaphasize how closely these two principles,

the Heisembertg uncertainty principle and the Pauli exclusion principle, are related with each

other and discuss how they may be violated in the nature.

The close relation between the two principles seems to be self-explained in the following chain

diagram:

Ax. Ap > h ---+ [p,q] = -ih --+ [cp(x),T(y)] = iA(x - y) and {_/,(x),_b(y)} = i(i /9_ + m)A(x - y).

The possible breakdown of (or deviation from) uncertainty relations at extremely short distances

(or high energies) has already been suggested and extensively discussed in superstring models [41]

by Amati, Ciafaloni and Veneziano [42]. They have suggested the extended uncertainty relation

(EUR or ACV relation) of

h
Aa: > "7-- + cgAp,

ap

where a' is the Regge slope of superstrings which is the order of (Planckmass) -2. This realizes

not only the old conjecture by Landau and Weiskopf who suggested the existence of natural cutoff

at a short distance (or high energy) of the Planck scale but also our hypothesis in the unified

composite model for all elementary-particle forces including gravity [43].
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Also, the possible simple violation of the Pauli principle has already been investigated not only

theoretically but also experimentally [44]. Recently, we have discussed superficial violation of the

Pauli principle due to the possible substructure of electrons in composite models of quarks and

leptons, and estimated the ratio of the Pauli forbidden atomic transition to the allowed one to be

of order 10 -s° - 10 .44 for heavy atoms if the size of the electron is of order 10 -IT cm [45]. We have

also emphasized that such superficial violation of the Pauli principle must exist, no matter how

small it is, if the electron has any substructure at all. It seems even natural since it is a simple

extension of the familiar effects at the various levels of atoms, nuclei, and hadrons: For example,

the hydrogen atom which consists of the proton and the electron obeys Bose statistics in ordinary

situations. However, when two hydrogen atoms overlap each other, the bosonic property of each

hydrogen atoms becomes meaningless and, instead, the fermionic property of the constituent

protons and electrons becomes effective. Suppose also two helium nuclei are overlapping each

other. Then, the genuine bosonic statistics of each helium nucleus is meaningless and only the

fermionic statistics of the constituent nucleons is valid. Furthermore, when two protons overlap

each other, the fermionic property of protons will be lost and that of constituent quarks will be

effective.

A field theoretical formulation of such an effect is unfamiliar. Suppose that the electron consists

of a fermion w and a boson C as in the minimal composite model of quarks and leptons [17]. Then,

the local field of the composite electron _/, (of mass m and energy E) can be constructed in the

Haag-Nishijima-Zimmermann formalism [46] as

w(z +  )C(x -
_/_(x) = lira

e<o tw(x + 5)o(x- I )1

However, in the local limit of { --_ 0 no such effect as a violation of the Pa.uli principle due to the

compositeness of electrons can be expected. To find such an effect, let us consider the bilocal field

of a composite electron,

= + ()C(. -

where { represents the finite nonvanishing size of order r0 [= (_2)_/2] and N is an appropriate

normalization factor. The anticommutator of the fields, given by

N-:{e(x, } = {,,,(x +

clearly indicates the superficial violation of not only the Pauli principle but also causality, since

neither {w(x+(),w(y+7I)} nor [C(y-rl),C(x-_) ] vanishes for (x-y) 2 < 0 [although theformer

vanishes for (x - y + ( - 71)2 < 0 while the latter does for (x - !/- ( + T])2 < 0].

This demonstration may illustrate what we mean by the superficial violation. Namely, neither

the Pauli principle nor causality is violated at the level of constituent fields of w and C since w

and C perfectly obey Fermi and Bose statistics, respectively. Also, the anticommutator of w's and

the commutator of C's perfectly respect causa.lity, tIowever, due to the possible substructure of

electrons, the coml)osite electron field may exhibit the situation in which its statistics looks neither

purely fermionic nor purely bosonic when two electrons are located close to and are overlapped

with each other at a, distance of the order of their size r0.
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Tile recent experiment of Ejiri et al. [d7] using a Nal detector in Osaka University may be able

to set an upper bound of order 3 × 10-_m on the ratio for Z = ._53, which is the atomic number

of I. This corresponds to an upper bound of 1 × 10 -It cm on the electron size r0. If this is the

case, it also corresponds to a. lower bound of '2 Te\: on the inverse size of electrons, 1�re which is

1 order of magnitude larger than the known lower bouuds of order 100 Ge\: on the compositeness

scale of electrons, A, obtained by e+e - collider experiments [48].

In the rest of my talk, let lne tall< about the future prospects of these two principles. One

possible movelnent is to take the unccrt.aillty principle not as a fundamental principle but a

consequence of a more basic idea. Along this line of thinking, let me remind you of the latest work

by Hall, who has shown tlmt the sutn of the information gains corresponding to measurements of

position and monlentum is bounded a.s

I(X l e)+ l(l' l e) < lo92(A.V),(_P),/h

for a quantum ensemble wil.h posit.ion and lnolnenl.um u1_certainties _X and AP [49]. In any case,

we may need to investigate seriously extended mlccrtaillly rclalions such as tile ACV relation in

superstring models and generalized _lolllocal coll_tlml.alioll relations such as ours in composite

models discussed in Sect.ion \: (, and also perhaps quant.mn group).

Another possible mox'ellu:llt is to take the Pauli principle not as a fundamental principle but

a consequence of the more basic idea. To this end. we may lleed to reconsider generalized Bose-

Einstein and Fcrmi-Pauli st.alisl.ics s_l<:ll as parabose and parafermi statistics (, and also q-bose

and q-ferlni stal.istics [50]).

More interesting seems t.o inv¢,sl igat.e "l)requantuul theory (or mechanics)" in which the familiar

quantum theory (or lnechanics) nmy apl_ear as an approxinmte aim effective theory. Along this

line, we may need to reconsider I3oh_n's theory with hidden variables and Einstein's argument

against Bohr's t)robabilil.y-statistical inlerpl'etation il_ quantum mechanics.

In concluding my tall<, I wisl_ to emphasize that both subphysics and pregeometry are at

least promising %heol'ies of everylhing" and workixlg fralneworks or machineries for "prephysics",

a new line of physics (or pllilosophy l)ut tier metaphysics) in which some basic hypotheses (or

principles) taken as sacred olios in ordinary pllysics such as the four dimensionality of space-time

[3.5], the number of sul)<l,_arks [5t], the i_\'ariance under gauge transformation [52], that under

general coordinate t,'ansformation [5"/], the microscopic causality, the principle of superposition

(or particle-wave idea in 1note gcllcral) a_ld so olt are to be reasoned. I herefole, I wish to conclude

this ta.lk simply by nlodifying lhe original \\:lmeler's word into the following: Never more than

today does one have the incentive to explore prephysics (or "new physics") [.54].
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